
 Aim: Deciphering the behaviour of the EPN complex in a global warming context
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● Caracterization of the immune response of an emerging
insect pest facing infestation by EPN complexes at different
temperatures (immunome studied by qRT-PCR)

● Two subpopulations with distinct phenotypes
(blue vs red colony; hemolytic+ vs weakly hemolytic...)
in an isogenic clonal population

Pictures: S. Pagès, V. Bientz, JC Ogier, De La Forest Divonne, B. Duvic (DGIMI, INRAE/UM); commons.wikimedia.org 

 Context: In the « Integrative biology of bacteria-insects-entomopathogenic nematodes interactions” (BIBINE) team, our bacterial models are pathogenic to a
broad range of insects while maintaining a mutualistic relationship in the gut of entomopathogenic nematodes (EPNs). These nematobacterial complexes are used
as biocontrol agents against insect pests of crops. In a global warming context, insect pests will likely invade new geographical areas.
Increasing our knowledge on the efficiency of these EPNs against insect pests at higher temperatures should improve their use as biocontrol agents in the future.
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Method: in vivo experimental evolution of the EPN 
complex

at different temperatures

● Genetic and epigenetic adaptation of the bacterial symbiont? 
(NGS and methylomic approach)

● Perturbation of the associated microbiota? (characterization
of the frequently associated microbiota by barcoding)

● Phenotypic changes of the bacterial symbiont?
(phenotypic characterization of bacteria: virulence, resistance to 
stress, bacterial cell differenciation etc.)

● Phenotypic changes of the EPN complexes? (Quantification of 
EPN emergence and reproductive success)
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● Future directions: efficiency of EPN complexes in its agro-
environment (insects raised on different plant species, insect pupae
nested in soil etc.) ; in combination with other biocontrol agents ; 
Genetic adaptation of the nematode (in collaboration)
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 Expected New insights:

EPN emergence

● Identification of bacterial genetic modifications 
(SNPs, rearrangements…) AND epigenetic 
modifications (DNA-methylation pattern)

 How?
Future connections with other IDIL Master tracks are possible: “applied ecological & evolutionary 
sciences”, “Earth and water under Global Change”, “modeling biological and environmental systems”
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